SU LEARN SPRING 2021
COVID LEVEL 2 CLASS FORMATS
(These modalities will change if SU moves to COVID Level 3 or Level 4)

ON CAMPUS (FACE-TO-FACE)
- In-Person Synchronous Instruction
- Set Time (Eastern Time)
- Face-to-Face (F2F)
- GullNet Section Numbers 001-410
- Students and instructors meet on campus on set days and times. Instruction may be streamed live for those unable to attend in person.

HYBRID (ON CAMPUS/REMOTE OR ONLINE)
- In-Person Synchronous Instruction and Virtual Instruction (Either Synchronous or Asynchronous)
- Alternate Between Face to Face (F2F) and Virtual
- GullNet Section Numbers 601-699
- Students and instructors meet on set days and times (Eastern Time) while the other portion of the course is offered virtually. The latter may be remote, online or on campus via video conferencing.

REMOTE
- Virtual Synchronous Instruction
- Set Time (Eastern Time)
- Any Location
- Students Are Not Required to Come to Campus
- GullNet Section Numbers 750-799 with date/times listed and classroom listed as “Remote”
- Students and instructors meet in different locations via video conferencing software on set days and times.

ONLINE
- Virtual Asynchronous Instruction
- No Set Time
- Any Location
- Students Are Not Required to Come to Campus
- GullNet Section Numbers 701-749 with no days/times listed and classroom listed as “Online”
- Students complete their coursework online anytime, but assignments have specific deadlines. Small groups may meet with instructor by appointment online.

Learn more: www.salisbury.edu/coronavirus

SU is an Equal Opportunity/AA/Title IX University and provides reasonable accommodation given sufficient notice to the University Office or staff sponsoring the event or program.
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